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GIBIZ
CCS2 to GBT Connecter MODEL: FWL-VWGIBIZ-IP55

PRODUCT INFORMATION

The product is only applicable to the COMBO2 charger station for the GB/T Vehicle DCfast charging

APPLICATION Vehicles | Automobile



SPECIFICATION TABLE

PRODUCT IMAGERS

SPECIFICATION VALUE UNIT

Amperes 200 A

Input 150 - 900 VDC

IIP Rating 55 IP

Operating
Temperature

-22°F to 122°F
- 30 °C to +50 °C °C

Storage Temperature -40°F to +185°F
-40 °C to +85°C °C

Packing size ( L* W* H) 35 0 * 1 7 2 * 1 1 5 mm

Weight 2 kg

BRAND EV PROTEC



PLUGGING IN CAUTION:

Please pay attention to check whether there is any damage or incomplete structure before using the
device.

1 To open your DC charge port on your GB/T vehicle, Turn off the dashboard and place on "P" gear.

2 Attach the adapter inlet to the end of the charging station’ s charge cable by lining up the COMBO 2
with the charge cable and pushing until it snaps into place.

3 Plug the GB/T plug into your GB/T vehicle,and operate COMBO 2 charging station when indicating'
plug in ' , then plug in Combo 2 plugin COMBO 2 port.

4 Follow the instructions on the COMBO2 charging station to start the charging session.

UNPLUGGING When charging is complete:

1 Press the unlock hatch bottom of the adapter, pull the adapter out of the GB/ T DC charge port,
CAUTION: If you unplug the charging station’ s cable from the adapter when the adapter is still
plugged into the vehicle, make sure the adapter does not fall onto the vehicle and cause damage.

2 Push the charge port door closed.

3 Unplug the adapter from the charging station and store it in an appropriate location


